
NUROUM V32AFL 4K smart webcam is equipped with 8MP HD Image Sensor, 90° wide angle lens. V32AFL 
provides same clear video images even in low-lighting conditions. Featuring built-in dual microphones and 
3D noise suppression and area sound pickup are realized. With a fill-in light, the V32AFL makes you bright and 
clear in any condition. 5x digital zoom at 4K ensures smooth video with the highest level of detail. 

Product features
Auto-focus
Fast auto focus webcam provides crystal image quality, easy to capture every 
detail.

4K image
The V32AFL features a 4K@30fps/1080P@60fps UHD camera. It presents peerless 
images and vivid colors.

AI Noise Suppression
Dual microphones with AI noise suppression filter out unwanted noise and 
automatically pick up your voice within a 5-meter radius, making your voice more 
natural and clear.

Flexible, Plug-and-Play Connectivity
Simply connect it to your computer with a USB cable and it's ready to use, no extra 
drivers required. 

90° viewing angle
V32AFL webcam comes with 90° field of view which displays individual users and 
their workspace in a perfect visual frame. 

Fill-in light
V32AFL fill-in light keeps your picture bright in any condition. Support three-level 
adjustable brightness.

V32AFL CONFERENCE WEBCAM

•AI Noise-Suppression

•Max 4K@30fps / 1080P@60fps

•Auto-framing

•Auto-focus

•Plug&Play

•90° viewing angle

•Fill-in light

•Effective pickup range: 5m
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NUROUM V32AFL Datasheet
Contents Technical Specifications

Camera Features

Aperture F2.0

Sensor 1/2.8 inch, 8MP

Focusing mode Fixed focus 3.0mm

FOV 90°

Non-distortion lens

Microphone Features

Microphone type 2-element ECM microphones

Sensitivity -38dB@1kHz

S/N 70dB@1kHz

Video Characteristics

Anti-flickering supported

Auto-exposure supported

Automatic white balance supported

3D noise suppression

Max Resolution 4K

Aspect ratio 16:9

YUY2 max of 480P@30fps

MJPEG max of 4K@30fps 
max of 1080P@60fps

5x Digital Zoom

HDR Supported

Auto-Framing

Auto-Focus

Audio characteristics

Area sound pickup range -60° ~60°

Maximum background noise Suppression 8dB

Effective pickup distance 5 m(16.40 ft)

AGC supported

Physical Characteristics

Height 106 mm

Width 56 mm

Depth 61 mm 

Color Grey

Optional Mounts Tripod bracket / TV bracket / Wall bracket

Power and Connectivity

USB2.0 Type-A

External power supply USB 5V/1A

Fill-in light

Compatible Operating 
Systems Windows/Mac/Linux/Chrome

Packing List
1x V32AFL 
1x warranty card 
1x User manual

*All tech specs are subject to change without notice. 

Official website: nuroum.com


